
Toward a theory of multi-modal interaction(AAAI Workshop on MultiModal Interaction, 1991)Steve Whittaker Marilyn A. WalkerHewlett Packard Laboratories University of Pennsylvania�Information Management Lab Computer Science Dept.Bristol, England BS12 6QZ Philadelphia, PA 19104sjw@hplb.hpl.hp.com lyn@linc.cis.upenn.edu1 IntroductionThere has been much recent interest in systemsto support multi-modal interaction. The thesis ofthis paper is that in order for these systems to besuccessful, we must have a theory of how di�erentmedia interact with one another and what bene-�ts might be provided by di�erent kinds of media.Currently we lack such a theory.An early hypothesis for multi-modal interactionwas that communication was facilitated by pro-viding multiple channels and maximising band-width. However adding visual information wasshown to have no e�ect on communication whenspeech is available [COPW72, Cha75]. These stud-ies concluded that speech is the critical interac-tion medium, but they did not say why, nor didthey explain the redundancy of visual information.Furthermore, since other studies comparing inputmodalities conclude that the task might be the mostimportant factor[HG83], we have no way to judgethe generality of these results.In previous research we have contributed towarda theory of multi-modal interaction, although thereis clearly much work to be done. Our overall aim isto identify critical features of media that have im-plications for interaction. One of our claims is thatmedia have strengths and weaknesses in terms ofexpressivity and that analysing these is necessaryfor the design of better interfaces[Wal89]. Other di-�This research was partially funded by ARO grantDAAL03-89-C0031PRI, and DARPA grant N00014-90-J-1863 at the University of Pennsylvania, and by HewlettPackard, U.K.

mensions such as permanence and incremental-ity also critically inuence interaction. We provideevidence that permanence in media provides ben-e�ts not available via spoken language, counteringthe claim that speech is always the most e�cientmedium[WBC91]. In addition, while incremental-ity is a critical feature of communication, we arguethat under certain circumstances it may be ine�-cient to proceed via low level increments.Finally, despite the emergence of some multi-modal implementations[FM90, Wah90] all of thefollowing present problems:(1) Although we have the beginnings of theoriesof Natural Language (NL) analysis and generation,the equivalent theoretical work has not been donefor the graphical domain. For input there is no con-sensus about the reasons for the widespread successof graphical user interfaces, nor about the limita-tions of these systems[Wal89, SWH+90]. The prob-lem is compounded in the multi-modal case by thelack of a theory about how graphics and text inter-act. Existing systems have relied on heuristics todetermine how and when graphics should be pre-sented, when a single medium should be used in-stead of both media, and which medium this shouldbe[CDM+89, SWH+90, FM90, Wah90].(2) Input and output are di�erent: there is moreneed for a theory for output, because here the sys-tem must make a choice about what should be pre-sented. For input, it may be su�cient to o�er mul-tiple media and allow people to decide which com-binations they want to use. However capacity formixed-mode input also requires a theory since the



interface must support integration of the di�erentmedia, such as by a compatible underlying repre-sentation.(3) New media are beginning to emerge: Wewill soon have systems that process gestural andspeech inputs and allow the use of joint drawingspaces [Bly88, WBC91]. Output will extend to in-clude dynamic media such as speech, video andanimation[WD90, BWEK90]. It is unlikely thatheuristic accounts will generalise to multiple dif-ferent media.(4) Previous work has focussed on mixed-mediasupport for human-computer interaction. Thereare now new applications where the computeris used as a device to mediate human-humancommunication, e.g to support real-time groupwork[Bly88, TL88, WBC91].2 Inuences of a Theory of Com-munication on Multi-Modal In-terfacesMost theories of dialogue argue that the processof communication results in augmentation of mu-tual beliefs, via a process called grounding([CWG86, CS89], inter alia). Our claim is thatdi�erent media have di�erent properties with re-spect to the way they support mutual beliefs andthe process of grounding[CB90]. The task of in-terface design is to combine the set of media thathave the appropriate set of features for the givencommunication situation.In Clark and Marshall's account of mutual be-lief, the fact that beliefs are supported by di�erenttypes of evidence results in them being held withdi�erent strengths[CM81]. Physical evidence pro-vides the strongest support for beliefs and linguis-tic evidence should always be inferior to physicalevidence. While we �nd this account explanatoryfor a number of phenomena, our claim is that theexpressivity of language means that for certainkinds of abstract relational information, physicalrepresentation is not the strongest support for be-liefs because certain kinds of information are am-biguous in physically-based media, but not ambigu-

ous in language.Clark and Marshall discuss the grounding of thecontent of conversation, while Clark and Bren-nan discuss the process by which this is achieved[CM81, CB90]. Interaction is seen as a negotia-tion process in which participants give and receiveevidence for understanding in a manner that is in-cremental and concurrent. This is made possible inface-to-face interaction by the fact that the avail-able media (speech, gaze and gesture) have certainproperties, namely that there is little transmissionlag and that each medium allows for duplex (two-way) communication. Concurrency is supported bythe fact that there are multiple channels and thateach is duplex. Clark and Brennan explore how thegrounding of process is achieved when the interac-tion involves media with di�erent properties thanspeech, gaze and gesture. They propose features ofmedia such as reviewability, revisability, andco-temporality.We will focus here on three basic media features:expressivity, permanence and incremental-ity. expressivity relates to the grounding ofcontent, and is thus orthogonal to the features ofClark and Brennan. We discuss the trade-o�s be-tween graphical and language-based interfaces forexpressivity in section (3). Our permanencefeature is an abstraction of the revisability and re-viewability features. In sections (3) and (4) we dis-cuss how permanent media support grounding ofcontent, whereas ephemeral media are better forprocess. To support both content and process amixture of both permanent and ephemeral me-dia is optimal. Finally our belief is that incremen-tality is a function of other attributes such as lowlatency and the availability of concurrent duplexchannels. In (3), we discuss process and argue thatwhile incrementality is critical for grounding, com-munication can become ine�cient if increments arelow level.



3 Expressivity of Graphics andLanguage3.1 Graphically-Based InterfacesSince the advent of the Xerox Star, graphical userinterfaces have enjoyed great success. They arebased on a set of principles for so-called Direct Ma-nipulation Interfaces(DMIs): (a) continuous repre-sentation of the objects and actions of interest, (b)physical actions or labeled button presses insteadof complex syntax, (c) rapid incremental reversibleoperations whose impact on the object of interestis immediately visible([Shn86]). These are claimedto be unique to the graphic medium.In terms of a theory of communication, it isclear that (a) and (b) and a large part of (c) canbe viewed as speci�c instances of the claim thatphysical evidence provides the strongest supportfor beliefs. This is true of facts that can be con-ventionally signalled by purely visual means. Theonly thing remaining is the portion of (c) havingto do with `rapid, incremental, reversible opera-tions', but these features are certainly not speci�cto graphically-based media. Indeed grounding the-ory claims that being rapid and incremental arecritical features of face-to-face interaction. So itseems that the principles of DM may be reducibleto grounding in communication. We will have moreto say on incrementality in section 3.3.Furthermore, while proponents of DMIs havebeen very vocal about their bene�ts, very little at-tention has been drawn to their limitations. Ourfeeling is that these limitations are inherent in anygraphically-based medium. In order to elucidatethese limitations we will focus on the strengths oflanguage-based media.3.2 Language-Based InterfacesLanguage takes us out of the realm of the hereand now, visually present. The claim here is thatNL provides communicative bene�ts for the ex-pressivity dimension that are di�cult to real-ize in terms of concrete manipulations on physi-cal objects, as in DMIs, or di�cult to express via

graphical output alone using diagrams, pictures oranimation[WD90, BWEK90]. In earlier work, weanalysed input to a desktop style interface[Wal89],but we will extend the analysis to output here. Thefeatures of the analysis are called communicativefeatures. Some of them have to do with beingable to refer to objects with language rather thandirectly, which is possibly more useful for input toa system, rather than output. However for multi-modal output, descriptions can draw attention toparticular aspects of physical or other attributesthat are relevant for the purpose at hand. Some ofthe features relate to the exibility of the interac-tion with the system, and as well to how actionsare to be carried out. The features are1:� Definite Description: Linguistic input al-lows one to refer to an object, via a descriptionwithout having to see it. definite descrip-tion supports access to objects by their at-tributes , e.g. �nd the �le whose write date is8/15/88 , instead of solely by visual searching.It is di�cult to represent graphically becauseof the problem of abstraction: If an instruc-tion for an operation depicts a red folder of acertain size at a certain screen location, whichof these properties should the user abstract asbeing the critical ones for success? Will theoperation work only for folders, or red folders,or red folders that happen to be located there?� Discourse Context: The use of a pronounsuch as they, it, their, him allows one to refere�ciently to previously evoked objects. For in-stance, Create a �le named Jazz. Send IT toSusan. By allowing questions to range over aset of objects gathered as the result of someprevious command, e.g. Get me the messagesfrom Eric. Are any of THEM about today'smeeting?, discourse reference allows one to si-multaneously point to multiple, not necessarilyvisible, objects. Another critical property hereis that ability to refer to actions, via pronounsor by ellipsis: Give me last year's sales bymonth. Do IT again for 1989. DMIs have nomeans to represent or manipulate actions inthis way.1This list is not claimed to be exhaustive, but is an initialstep toward a taxonomy.



� Temporal Specification: This allows therepresentation of temporal relations betweenactions, such as that an action should takeplace at some time in the future, or repeti-tively, or simultaneously with another action.For instance in output, one might want to ex-press relationships such as While doing X, doY. An example for input would be, Send CHI-draft to Jarrett ON MONDAY or Send a copyof the proposal to Susan EVERY WEEK. Cur-rent DMIs employ techniques such as calendarsand time lines, although as we shall see the useof these is far from intuitive.� Quantification: Quanti�ers like all, every,each, any, some, most, how many, how muchsupport access to global properties of a system.At input users can get information about thestate of the system without visually inspectingit, e.g. HOW MANY folders named AAAI-draft are there?, or Are there ANY �les whosewrite date was yesterday?. On neither occa-sion is there a need to inspect the contents ofthe �le drawer. Quanti�ers like all and everysupport operations on sets of items, e.g. Senda copy of proposal-1 to EVERY person in thedialogue project, without the need for multi-ple single operations. For multi-modal output,it is more felicitous to say ALL the switcheshave been turned o� rather than to show eachswitch being turned o� in turn, because thecritical information to the user might be thatthere are no activated switches.� Coordination: This is exempli�ed by coor-dinators like and and or. Users can specify thesame operation on more than one entity at atime, e.g. Send the ACL-draft AND Phil'smessage to Steve, or specify di�erent opera-tions on the same entity, e.g. Latex �le JazzAND print it. Coordination can be used toimplicitly create sets of objects that do notshare any obvious attributes other than thatthe user chose to group them. Currently cuessuch as spatial grouping are used to depict setmembership in DMIs although clearly this cueis ambiguous.� Negation: This is exempli�ed by words likenot, except and without. For any pictorial re-

sponse to a question, it is di�cult to high-light the absence of a relevant attribute. Inthe desktop application, it also allows one tocollect desktop items that do NOT have a par-ticular attribute or to exclude particular itemsfrom a set. An example might be Are thereany messages I haven't answered?.� Comparatives: These range over attributesor quantities of the domain objects of interest,as in Are there any messages OLDER than twomonths?, or e.g. Are there MORE THAN twomessages from Eric?. Despite the fact thatthe attributes of interest are often physical at-tributes, it is quite di�cult to unambiguouslyindicate the comparison scale of interest withonly graphical output.� Action Modifiers: These are often presentin language by the use of by or in phrases, suchas by date or in a graph. For example, Showme the messages in my in-tray by topic. Ad-verbials such as slowly or carefully also allowthe further speci�cation of actions. This allowscontrol over how an action should be carriedout, and clearly is very di�cult to specify viapictorial means.� Sortal abstraction: This aspect allows lin-guistic input to be nonspeci�c, so that onecould ask Are there any paintings with birdsin them? and the system might respond with,e.g., paintings that have crows, sparrows or ea-gles in them. If this response is merely picto-rial, the relevant level of abstraction may beambiguous to the user. For instance, an in-struction that makes use of a container mayhave to be instanced pictorially as using eithera cup or a bottle, thus losing the abstraction inthe original description.� Conditionals: Conditional relations be-tween actions are di�cult to express througha graphical/physical channel. If one wanted todepict graphically Only ip the switch if thelight is ON, it is di�cult to express which as-pects of the depicted scene critical. The prob-lem becomes especially acute when there arecomplex relations between events.



� Causality: Similarly to conditional ac-tion, causal relationships between actions andevents cannot easily be expressed via graphi-cal means: When you push the button, that willturn on the light.3.3 Empirical data for mixed-modeHuman-Computer InterfacesWe have used the analysis in sections (3.1) and (3.2)as the basis for some prototype multi-modal inter-face designs, as well as for the analyses of some userstudies and experimental data.We conducted a �eld study analysing systemuse by a group of 50 managers who had a choiceof using a menu-based interface or a natural lan-guage interface to access a database of informationabout orders and sales[WW89]. We considered theselection-based menu interface to be a competingmode of interaction with the restricted NL querysystem. Our focus was on the usage of the NL inpreference to the menu system to �nd the speci�cfeatures these people were using. Persistent usersexploited the fact that NL allowed them to spec-ify how the action should be carried out (actionmodifiers), so that they could sort the presenta-tion of the data or request it in various graphicalformats. The fact that they could control the gran-ularity of the data presented through some simpleforms of sortal abstraction made the graph-ical capabilities of the system much more useful.Users took advantage of the fact that they could usecoordination to (a) construct ad-hoc sets of ob-jects and (b) construct complex queries out of con-stituent simpler queries. They also exploited thecapacity of the interface to keep track of the cur-rent discourse context in order to understandelliptical action descriptions.The second application of the feature set was tothe design of a multi-modal information retrievalsystem for budgeting information[SWH+90]. Thesystem attempted to combine the strengths of NLand DMIs, by graphically depicting a set of con-ceptual models. These not only represented validlexical items for NL, but could be used for directgraphical query. The system also depicted the re-sults of each query as a set of objects which were

available for re-use in further queries: A user couldpoint to a set of reports using a gesture and thenask a question about that set, e.g. Which of theseare greater that $10,000? By preserving the resultsof each query as discourse context, the system sup-ported query at multiple levels of abstraction. Aknowledgeable user could ask in a single NL queryfor all the reports from Project X, that are not for1989. The same result could also be produced froma series a successively more speci�c queries each ofwhich re-used the results of previous queries. An-other function of the features list is that it enablesNL system developers to focus their e�orts. If itis not desirable to develop a broad coverage NLsystem, then one can focus on the aspects of thegraphics system where NL really gives added value:namely those things which are di�cult to do usinggraphics.The third investigation of the proposed trade-o�s between di�erent media for input was in astudy of 6 users in a desktop environment. Theyhad a choice of using DM or a simulated NL (us-ing the Wizard of Oz technique, WOZ) to accom-plish tasks in a complex distributed �ling system.One result was that there was a high degree ofNL use when there was a choice of input modes.Surprisingly, subjects sometimes preferred NL evenfor very simple tasks/actions, such as opening adocument, which could be achieved using a singlemouse click. The proposed utility of quantifica-tion and definite description to avoid labori-ous search through nested document folders wasborn out, with typical requests being Get me allthe documents from folder A. People also made useof NL to �le objects away. This exclusive use of NLfor �nding and �ling in the Desktop suggests thatthe use of physical search in DMIs (by recursivelyopening folders) may not extend to complex �lingsystems. The result was a reduction in the util-ity of the spatial/graphical metaphor for DeskToporganisation and operation[Whi90].In another experiment, the tasks were de-signed in order to favour the use of the NLfeatures(3.2)[Jon90]. This experiment gave sub-jects a choice of using an implemented graphicalinterface or a simulated NL interface(WOZ). Sub-jects preferred natural language to the graphicalinterface for the speci�cation of temporally depen-



dent actions (temporal specification), and forselecting objects depending on a set of complex at-tributes (definite description). Even users ex-perienced with the graphical interface preferred touse NL when given a choice, despite a 25% failurerate with NL.3.4 SummaryThe weaknesses of graphical interfaces (e.g. DMIs)relate to expressivity in two distinct ways. The�rst is that are certain types of abstract relationsthat are fundamentally di�cult to depict ratherthan to describe. The second concerns abstrac-tion: while operations such as �nding and �lingare achieved as a result of incremental operationsusing direct manipulation, it seems that e�ciencydictates that we need to support larger granularityactions. Our mixed-mode system also allowed re-use of previous query. We will discuss the utility ofthe permanent conversational record in the nextsection.Other researchers working on mixed-mode in-teraction ask: How is the explanation content tobe divided among di�erent media such as picturesand text[FM90]? They divide information basedon heuristics such as: location physical informationin graphics only, simple and compound actions intext and graphics. Our view is that while theseheuristics are approximately correct, they will notgeneralise to other situations. Our features predictthat the desirability of graphical vs. textual dis-play depends on other factors such as how abstractthe physical attributes are, or whether they are in-herently relational as in the comparative: Bill istaller than Fred. This type of comparison cannoteasily be demonstrated with pictures of Bill and ofFred only.4 Interfaces for Mediated Inter-actionThe previous discussion has concerned human-computer interaction but the same issues arise fora new type of system that mediates communica-tion between people[Bly88, TL88, WBC91]. What

is needed are guidelines for the design of new mixed-media interfaces. Current claims for mediated com-munication are that speech is inherently superior toother media for real-time interaction. Despite theutility of speech in the grounding process, one prob-lem with speech is its ephemeral nature. We there-fore conducted a study to investigate the e�ectsof permanence on mediated interaction[WBC91].We looked at mediated communication using ashared electronic Whiteboard with and without theaddition of a speech channel. People who usedonly the Whiteboard were forced to rely on com-munication using a permanent medium such as typ-ing or drawing. Those who had speech as well asthe Whiteboard had the choice of permanent andephemeral media. We found several advantages topermanent media: they allowed users to abandonsome (but not all) of the turn-taking commonlyused in spoken conversation and to organise theiractivities in a highly parallel manner. Permanencemeant that users were not compelled to respondimmediately to inputs from other users: they couldcomplete their current activity knowing that therelevant input would persist. Other advantages ofthe permanent medium was that it allowed the useof space to signal relations: People tended to placerelated items in the same physical location in a waythat is impossible in ephemeral media. Finally thepermanent medium allowed people to construct aphysical record of the conversation, not only didthis serve to record group decisions and preservethe context of conversation, but it also served as thetarget for deictic pointing: What do you mean byTHIS? where the target for the gesture is writtenmaterial. Despite these advantages of permanentmaterial, however, one problem that arose withephemeral media was the need to agree when todelete material.When we added the speech channel to the White-board, people still used the Whiteboard for partof their communications. This result suggests thatclaims about the inherent superiority of speech forcommunication are simplistic[COPW72, Cha75].The Whiteboard was still used as a means to recorddata, even though it required greater overhead toproduce typed or drawn material for the White-board compared with producing speech. We alsofound that di�erent aspects of communication were



allocated to the permanent and ephemeral media.The Whiteboard was used for data recording, i.e.the content of the communication. However itwas never employed for processes like clarifica-tion and negotiation: These aspects of commu-nication require rapid speaker switching, with con-sequent demands on timing and this coordinationcannot easily be achieved with typing or drawing.Other research has also looked at the inter-action between permanent and ephemeral mediaand shown that ephemeral media such as gestureare critical in collaborative design activities[Bly88,TL88]. One critical function of gesture is to achievereference to materials already created in permanentmedia and these accounted for 60% of user activi-ties in one study[Bly88]. The advantage of gestureover other means of achieving reference is that itcan be used to identify things that are di�cult todescribe. For example the part of the drawing thatis half obscured by the circle can be identi�ed bya single gesture. Graphical annotations could alsodo this, but the ephemeral nature of gesture meansit does not have to be deleted when reference hasbeen successfully achieved. In conclusion, our re-search has shown that claims about the superiorityof speech in mediated interaction have neglected theutility of permanent media: Speech is useful forgrounding process but writing and drawing canserve to ground the content of communication.5 ConclusionWe have claimed here that there is a lack of the-ory as to how mixed-mode interfaces should be de-signed and we have tried to show that the begin-nings of such theory must come from consideringthe communication requirements of a given sit-uation. The second claim is that di�erent mediahave di�erent communication properties. We haveattempted to suggest some of these features andshow their inuence for both human-computer andcomputer-mediated communication. More work isneeded to re�ne this feature set in order that ap-propriate combinations of media can be presentedto facilitate communication. We also need to un-derstand how di�erent media interact and the setof cases in which they actually interfere.

While it might be argued that anything thatcan be done in one medium can be done some-how in another, we must avoid what has beencalled the Turing tarpit [HHN86]. While propo-nents of graphically based interfaces may claim thatall that is needed are new icons for quantifiersand temporal specification, studies have showthat workarounds for the temporal dimension suchas placing items on a calendar were not intuitivefor users[Jon90]. Also while it might be possibleto represent sequences of events with animation orvideo, the dependencies between the events are of-ten less than clear; currently the expertise in clearlyrepresenting the relations between dynamic visualevents is only possessed by a small number of peo-ple in the �lm industry. Indeed claims about theinherent superiority of one medium over anothermiss the critical point that by mixing modes wecan capitalise on the strengths of multiple media.References[Bly88] Sara S. Bly. A use of drawing sur-faces in di�erent collaborative settings.In Proceedings of the Conference onCSCW, 1988.[BWEK90] Norman Badler, Bonnie Webber, Je�Esakov, and Jugal Kalita. Anima-tion from instructions. In Badler,Barsky, and Zeltzer, editors, Makingthem Move. MIT Press, 1990.[CB90] Herbert H. Clark and Susan E. Bren-nan. Grounding in communication. InL. B. Resnick, J. Levine, and S. D.Bahrend, editors, Perspectives on so-cially shared cognition. APA, 1990.[CDM+89] Philip R. Cohen, Mary Dalrymple,Douglas B. Moran, Fernando C.N.Pereira, Joseph W. Sullivan, RobertA. Gagan Jr., Jon L. Schlossberg, andSherman W. Tyler. Synergistic use ofdirect manipulation and natural lan-guage. In Proc. Annual Meeting of theComputer Human Interaction of theACM, 1989.
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